EFI Publication Print Suite
Case Study

Roto Smeets partners with
EFI on path towards integrated,
automated production control
Roto Smeets Group is the first European user of EFI’s
new Publication Print Suite. The long-established,
Netherlands-based publications producer is using the
recently announced Suite to combine and integrate
its EFI™ Technique MIS operations with other EFI and
third-party production systems, with the ultimate goal
of having an intelligent, integrated and automated
production workflow with live data reporting
throughout the group.
The company is progressively rolling out the
Publication Print Suite into its three main production
printing plants, which use web offset or gravure
presses. The Suite is used to control dynamic
scheduling, automated workflow and shop floor
data collection.
“In the last year we have been working with EFI
Technique on quality assurance, where they test the
software combinations before they deliver to us,”
says Paul Bartsch, Information and Communications
Technologies (ICT) Manager of corporate Information
Management and Workflow. He believes that, in many
ways, working with EFI to implement the Publication
Print Suite is more of a partnership than a supplier/
printing company software purchase agreement. “Any
complex system like this needs on-going development.
It is very important for both sides to exchange views
and experiences, so we can keep each other sharp!
“EFI tests all the products with Technique, to make
sure it all works end-to-end, with EFI’s own shop
floor data collection, DMI, CRM, and PrintFlow
dynamic scheduling, but also with our Agfa, HELL
Gravure Systems and Kodak pre-press workflows,”
Bartsch explains. “It truly is an overall Suite, rather
than the Technique system alone,” he continues.
“That’s something really different than before – it is a
development partnership rather than a shopping list
of components.”
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Challenge:
Leverage vendor testing and certiﬁcation
to streamline the process of adopting a
new, more-eﬃcient, workflow

EFI announced the Publication Print Suite at drupa in May 2016 as
part of the EFI Productivity Suite range. The certified, end-to end
software product is ideal for production of newspapers, books,
magazines and catalogues, as well as for high-volume direct mail.
Users have a choice of core MIS/ERP technologies, with either EFI
Technique or EFI Monarch software, in a suite that offers extensive
flexibility to meet a wide range of publication production needs.
Roto Smeets Group is one of Europe’s
leading publication and commercial
printer, producing a host of Dutchlanguage titles for the Netherlands
market. The company also prints the
European editions of Time magazine
and, in 2017, will produce the
European edition of Fortune as well.
The company can trace its
foundation to 1870, when it
was called Koninklijke De Boer
Boekhoven. It changed its name to
Roto Smeets in 1993 after a merger
with VNU Graphische Industrie.
Roto Smeets offers the complete
range production services to
magazine and catalogue publishers
from end to end – from pre-media,
printing and finishing to final
distribution. It also offers digital
publishing services.
Roto Smeets Group
Hunneperkade 4
7418 BT Deventer
Postbus 822
7400 AV Deventer
The Netherlands
+31 0570 69 49 00
www.rotosmeetsgroup.nl

End-to-end certified workflows
The Publication Print Suite can combine EFI’s own systems, including
EFI workflow software components and EFI Fiery digital colour
print servers, with third-party products that are EFI Suite Certified to
integrate into seamlessly into these workflows.
®

Along with advanced impositioning for signature-based workflows,
Roto Smeets’ Suite offers components that integrate with the
Technique MIS to handle key workflow and management tasks
including automated shop-floor data collection, business intelligence
reporting, dynamic scheduling and fulfilment. The various Suite
components are all tested and certified to work together, and they are
updated together to help ensure ongoing productivity and efficiency
as new updates and upgrades become available.

Automation goals
The original reason to implement EFI Technique pre-dates the
introduction of the Print Publication Suite, says Bartsch. “We chose
Technique to replace Roto Smeets’ older DIMS! MIS, which was
reaching the end of its life.” At that time DIMS! was not yet a part of
EFI. “In 2015 we needed to grow our operations and look at pre-press
efficiencies and look at future concepts such as lights-out operations.
We knew we would need a lot of customisation.” EFI was able to offer
this customisation with Technique, working with Roto Smeets to
meet its requirements. “The key,” says Bartsch, “was to set priorities
with timelines and to thoroughly run QA and testing regimes before
they went live.”
Roto Smeets started along the process of workflow automation by
installing the Technique MIS at its Senefelder Publishing Services
division location in Doetinchem, The Netherlands, in 2015. From
that start, the company worked with EFI to bring Technique and the
Publication Print Suite to the wider company.

Solution:
“The Publication Print Suite is a development
partnership rather than a shopping list
of components.”
PAUL BARTSCH, ICT MANAGER OF CORPORATE INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT & WORKFLOW, ROTO SMEETS
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Roto Smeets offers the complete range production services to magazine and
catalogue publishers

“This was not a one-off sale but an incorporation into our workflows,”
Bartsch says. “It showed the credibility of the process and the solution.
We started our project with web offset at Senefelder at first. That’s now
done more or less, so now we’re switching over to the offset plant at in
Weert in the southern part Holland. After that, in the beginning of 2018
we will implement Technique and PrintFlow in gravure.”

Pre-press centralisation
The intention is for the Publication Print Suite to allow pre-press
operations to be centralised in the same department. “In the future,”
says Bartsch, “we will be able to centralise the pre-press for the whole
company in our Roto Smeets Weerts site, sending over TIFF files and
impositioning to platesetters at our other web offset site at Senefelder
Misset in Doetinchem on the other side of Holland. This will be
possible because of our Suite being interfaced into our Agfa Apogee
pre-press workflow.”

Roto Smeets has undergone a major reorganisation
in response to changing requirements for
publications printing

Result:
“We have a completely
automated workflow, with
the Publication Print Suite
driving it.”
PAUL BARTSCH, ICT MANAGER
OF CORPORATE INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT & WORKFLOW,
ROTO SMEETS

The pre-press process is already very streamlined, using the Publication
Print Suite’s strengths with Technique to drive efficiency, Bartsch
explains. “When a job comes into the system, Technique creates all the
stripping information to build up dynamically the impositioning. This is
then sent with all the metadata to the pre-press system, which creates a
job, builds the imposition and waits for the PDFs.
“As the PDFs come in though our own MediaPortal online system, they
are directed to the pre-press system where the file naming convention
drops them straight into the imposition. We have a completely
automated workflow, with the Publication Print Suite driving it.”
Now, Roto Smeets is also beginning its next phase of automation,
working on plans to enable the same level centralised capabilities for
transmitting pre-press files to its gravure sites in Deventer and Etten.
Part of that phase will involve integrating the Publication Print Suite
with new HelioFlow pre-press and engraving technologies from Hell
Gravure Systems that Roto Smeets is installing at its gravure plants.
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Bartsch is confident that the next step of automation with gravure
will be just as successful as its web offset workflow transformation:
“After EFI came in,” he says, “we saw the organisation and support
of Technique going up to another level. For us the advantage is
the ability to have a really professional relationship, seeing EFI as a
partner and not just as a supplier.”

After divesting its sheetfed offset plants, the
company now concentrates on web offset and
gravure processes

EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, textiles,
ceramic tiles, and personalised documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital front ends,
and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms and streamlines
the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting productivity.
Visit www.efi.com or call 0808 101 3484 (UK only) or +44 (0)1246 298000 for more information.
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